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Abstract: Inter server communication is most common word for the distributed system, it provide an interactive
performance among the system. With the modern internet facility connection of server or interconnected networks is
used for share the resources. An ideal system in the distributed architecture provide equal responsibility and
computational power but an engaged system it fails to provide that facility among the distributed network and it also
provide a load balancing problem when two or more packet send at the same time and some of the data were loosed
because of collusion. For this issue many researchers try to balance the load of the server, but it improved in slight level
only and if sequence of data occurred it may cause congestion problem. To recover the problem here we propose a
Heuristic Algorithm (HA) to fully solve the load balancing and traffic avoidance problem and we also focus on security
problem with the help of DSA Algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this modern world people were connected with the
internet with the connection of network for the sharing
resources. A network is a connection of nodes
interconnected with each other to distribute the resource
and computational power among the nodes, typically
called Distributed System (DS) [1]. This system contains
servers and clients, hence servers are more computational
and resource powerful than clients. Examples of DS are EMail, e-commerce, instant messaging, social networks etc.
With this distribution of the networks, it shares the
resources among the nodes [2]. While users
communication, it have many difficulties which includes
overhead of transmission among the nodes which leads to
lower performance. Communication patterns among the
client and server with congestion less is a major factor
among the users, which is related to Client Server
assignment problem [3, 4]. It is relevant one for the host of
applications from above said DS. Continuous sharing of
resources, Exchanging of resources will reduces the interserver communication lead a congestion problem and have
to balance the communication load. It is the example of
optimal client server assignment problem. For this reason
distributed interactive applications (DIAs) were user [5].
DIAs is networked systems that allow multiple
participants at different locations to interact with each
other. DIAs often requires geographical distribution of
servers to meet the latency requirements of the
applications [6].
Wide spread of client locations in large-scale DIAs often
requires geographical distribution of servers to meet the
latency requirements of the applications. In the distributed
server architecture, client assignment to servers directly
affects the network latency involved in the interactions
between clients [7]. Many researchers were focuses on
client assignment problem (CAP) for enhancing the
interactivity performance of DIAs.
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Fig1: Architecture of Distributed servers
While in Client server assignment they modeled on the
fact that the delay incurred by a client is dependent on load
of the server and the distance to the assigned server [8].
Delay on the client side is the sum of network delay
(proportional to distance to its server) and congestion
delay at the server. Hence it focuses on distance between
the client and the server and the load on the server in
client-server assignment. The problem is defined as Loaddistance balancing (LDB) problem. For this issue this
paper uses a Distributed Load Balancing Algorithm
(DLB). And also have an assignment problem between the
client and server. To solve this client-server assignment
problem based on total communication load and security
of the resources here the use of heuristic algorithm with
the combination of Greedy Assignment to assign clients
iteratively, Distributed greedy assignment for distribute
global knowledge and optical location allotment algorithm
to minimize the average incurred delay.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
From the author Umar Farooq, John Glauert [9] presents
their proposed hierarchical infrastructure called JoHNUM
for the improvement of scalable and reliable distribution
of data. Their method is used for estimate the number of
different parameters in the networks. And also they
additionally added the load distribution algorithm based on
aggregation of regions, to provide a better reliable one to
the distributed network for load while acquire normal and
contiguous areas for assignments. Their proposed method
greatly reduces communication and computational cost.
They concentrate the area in the virtual environment (VE).
Their infrastructure comprises of three components:
Partitioning, Assignment and Merging. This is used to
generate and exceed the capacity of regional server to
provide a Maximum Server Capacity (MSC). Assignment
is used to aggregation regions at each level against the
MSC and tries to reach as balanced the load as possible.
Merging is used to server generating and merging when it
observes a decrease in the assigned player’s density. The
evaluation results demonstrate that it works well with
small, medium, and large scale environments.
Hanying Zheng and Xueyan Tang [11] studied the
problem of Distributed Interactive Applications and
proposed an efficient greedy server provisioning heuristic
method. Their technique is used to formulate the server
provisioning problem with an objective of reducing the
network latency involved in the interaction between
participants. Their proposed GREEDY algorithm
substantially outperforms traditional k-median and kcenter server placements. Each iteration, the k median
heuristic adds a new server location that results in the
largest reduction in the total latency from the clients to
their nearest servers. Similarly, the k-center heuristic adds
a new server location that results in the lowest value of the
maximum latency from the clients to their nearest servers.
From the computability perspective, the mutual interaction
feature also makes server provisioning for DIAs much
more challenging than that for web content delivery. With
the client-to-server latency as the sole optimization
objective, placing more servers in the network can only
improve the web access performance.
Swathi Balakrishna and Ling Ding [13] propose an
algorithm that is based on Semi-definite programming, to
obtain an approximately optimal solution for the clientserver assignment problem. They analyze the client-server
assignment important role in network and propose the
programming. Their approach is mostly reliant on two
significant factors, 1) Total communication load and 2)
Load balancing of the servers. In their approach they
propose an algorithm which is based on Semi-definite
programming, to gain an estimated optimal solution for the
client-server assignment problem [14]. Semi-definite
programming is a sub field of convex optimization. Semidefinite programming has recently emerged to prominence
because it admits a new class of problem previously
unsolvable by convex optimization techniques. They show
the efficiency approach by the simulation experiments
compared with the existing client-server assignment.
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Delaney, et al [15] study the processing power at
contributing nodes and the accessibility of greater
communications bandwidth, the essential restriction to the
use of Distributed Interactive Applications (DIAs) is the
problem of maintaining a reliable worldview in the
occurrence of latency and jitter. They study the link
between constancy and a number of portions of DIAs such
as temporal and spatial synchronisation, causality or
arranging and concurrency was discovered. The link with
reaction and reliability was also discovered, in that
reduced reliability can direct to problems of fidelity, and
fidelity is often forfeit to preserve both consistency and
responsiveness. To evade discrepancy such as
discrepancy, causality violation or expectation violation,
different techniques and technique have been proposed
and implemented over the years. They have submitted to
any element employed to make sure an adequate, identical
dynamic shared state for all applicant in a DIA as a
reliability maintenance mechanism. Consistency control
mechanisms can be classified as either pessimistic or
optimistic [16, 17]. Pessimistic mechanisms prevent
concurrent operations and allow only a single participant
to issue state changes at a certain point in time. This can
be done by a locking or a floor control algorithm where
exclusive access rights have to be obtained before the
participant is allowed to change the state of an object. This
approach is used by the collaborative virtual
environmentMASSIVE-3.
Pessimistic
approaches
therefore reduce the consistency control challenge to the
ordering of operations that origin from a single source.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem in the existing system that where a critical
element of CDN architecture is the request routing
mechanism. It permits to direct users’ requirements for
content to the appropriate server based on a specified set
of parameters. The closeness principle, by means of which
a request is always provided by the server that is
contiguous to the client, can occasionally fail [18, 19].
Certainly, the routing method linked with a request might
take into account several parameters (like traffic while
sending the packets, bandwidth, and servers’
computational capability) in order to supply the best
routine in terms of time of service, delay, etc.
Additionally, an effective request routing method should
be able to face temporary, and potentially localized, high
request rates (the so-called flash crowds) in regulate to
evade affecting the quality of service perceived by other
users [20].
4. PROPOSED WORK
To solve the aforementioned problems, our system
proposed a client-server assignment problem based on
total communication load and security of the resources
with the help of heuristic algorithm for the possible
optimal solution. For the optimal solution, here the
combination of Greedy Assignment to assign clients
iteratively, Distributed greedy assignment for distributes
global knowledge and optical location allotment algorithm
to minimize the average incurred delay and also focused
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on security problem with the help of DSA Algorithm. A 4.3 Distributed Load Balancing Algorithm
heuristic method is used for making the decision at each
step, to find the best method. For end-to-end transfer or
transfer among the nodes they were traffic occur because
of sequence of data transfer from one node to another. For
free the traffic and to send the packets here we propose a
Greedy Assignment method is used to select the candidate
service node with the major ―potential‖ value. When a
node with the largest ―potential‖ value is selected, the
―potential‖ value of next candidate service nodes and the
current gathered connection possibility of each client node
are updated this technique were used to free the traffic
among the nodes. For distributing the packets among the
network when the selected node is busy means it
alternatively chooses the other node with the help of our
Distributed greedy assignment technique. Significantly
outperform the intuitive Nearest-Server by using this
technique. And finally we propose an optical location
allotment algorithm to avoid or minimize the deserved
delay among the network. And also for the security here
we propose a DSA Algorithm. Digital Signatures
Algorithm is used to detect unauthorized modifications to
data and to authenticate the identity of the signatory.
4.1 Heuristic algorithm
Heuristic algorithm is used to discover an optimal solution
for transferring the data. This method is used to progress
efficiency of client server assignment. Heuristic
algorithms are used in distribution system for allocating
server, used to solve the NP hard problems. This algorithm
provides complete an optimal, accurate and complete
solution. The client assignment problem is NP-complete;
there is no polynomial time to find the optimal client
server assignment. In existing approach they where lacks
to discover the optimal solution in responsible time even
for small number of clients and servers. Moreover, servers
can fail and may not be able to respond the incoming
client requests. For this reason, heuristic algorithms are
preferred to find near optimal solutions to the client
assignment problem.
4.2 Distributed Load Balancing Algorithm
In network, more number of packets is sending from client
to server and server to client it may arise delay in
transmission because of over load of data among the
nodes. Delay on the client side is the sum of network delay
and congestion delay at the server. Here the DLB
algorithm used based on two conditions (i) least
connection and (ii) least response time. In the first
condition selection of sever based on which server
currently has a least client connection and the second
condition is based on the selecting server based on server
quick response time. By using this method congestion free
transmission will achieve for sending the packets. With the
help of DLB algorithm it minimizes the maximum
incurred delay using an approximation and optimal
algorithm. It minimizes the communication load between
servers and it sends the packets in the manner of
congestion free transmission.
Copyright to IJARCCE

4.4 Distributed greedy assignment technique
From the distribution network transferring of data is
available at very frequent situation. In this situation
sequence of data transfer may cause the packet loss,
congestion, jamming data, etc. to solve these issues our
proposed technique were used to select the nearest server
to transfer the data from one node to another when the
node were busy it transfer to the next nearest node based
on our Distributed greedy assignment technique. The Fig 2
shows the clear view of the transferring data in the busy
server architecture.
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to all the other servers. It also computes its distances to all
the clients that are allocated to it and preserve them as a
sorted list. Then, each server s broadcasts to all the other
servers its longest distance l(s) to its clients, and sends the
inter server distances to the coordinator. The coordinator
calculates D based on the received information.
5.3 Transaction-Least-Work-Left
The Transaction-Least- Work-Left (TLWL) algorithm
addresses load balancing issue by assigning different
weights to different transactions based on their relative
costs. Counters are preserved by the load balancer
representing the weighted number of transactions allotting
to each server. Here in the transaction new calls are
allocated to the server with the lowest contradictor. TLWL
guess the server load which is based on the weighted
number of communication among the server which server
is currently handling the data. TLWL can be personalized
to workloads with other transaction types by using
dissimilar loads based on the overheads of the transaction
Fig 2: Selecting of nearest node
types. In addition, the comparative costs used for TLWL
From the above diagram it shows that when a data is could be adaptively varied to progress the performance of
transfer from one node to another if the selected node is network.
busy in the network means it automatically send the data
to the nearest node and it pass to the designation node 5.4 Load balancer
without loss of data. Here it avoids the congestion in the In the network, client sends the data which is said to be
network based on our Distributed greedy assignment parser which is parsed the request to the designation node
technique. Our proposed method proves better result when with the help of session recognition were implemented.
compared to the existence one.
This determines if the request communicate to an already
accessible session by querying the Session State. If it
5. METHODOLOGY
happens, the request is forwarded to the server to which
5.1 Content Delivery Network
the session was previously assigned. If it not exists, our
The consistency requirement for continuous DIAs is to Server Selection module assigns the new session to a
ensure that all clients share the same view of the server using TLWL algorithm. For numerous of the load
application state when their respective simulation times balancing algorithms, this effort may be depend on Load
reach the same value. This is automatically guaranteed Estimates, it preserves the data for each of the servers. The
among the clients assigned to the same server because they Sender one is it forwards requests to servers and updates
all inherit the application state from their assigned server Load Estimates and Session State as needed. The Receiver
through state updates. Nevertheless, the application states also receives responses sent by servers. The client to
seen by the clients assigned to different servers may not be receive the response is recognized by the Session
identical at the same simulation time if the application Recognition module which acquires this information by
states maintained by their assigned servers are not querying the Session State. The Sender then sends the
consistent. Since the state of a continuous DIA changes response to the client and updates Load Estimates and
due to both user operations and time passing, to ensure Session State as needed. The Trigger module updates
consistency among the application states at the servers, Session State and Load Estimates after a session has
each user operation must be executed by all servers at the expired.
same simulation time.
5.5 Attackers and Security
5.2 Distributed-Modify Assignment
We believe one attacker in the area, which is not
Distributed-Modify Assignment is performed in a authenticated and linked with the network. The purpose of
distributed manner without requiring the global knowledge the jammer is to corrupt communication of rightful nodes
of the network at any single server. It starts with an initial by affecting packet collisions at receivers. Intended
assignment. Then, the assignment is continuously collision leads to retransmission and thus further energy
modified for reducing the maximum interaction path consumption for a confident amount of throughput, or
length D until it cannot be further reduced. This process is equivalently compact throughput for a given amount of
referred to as the assignment modification. One server is consumed energy. We studied convenient jamming
elected as a coordinator responsible for calculating D and attacks in this distributed network, which are easy to
selecting the server to execute the transfer modification. commence and complicated to notice and tackle. The
To compute D of the primary assignment, each server derived solutions to the optimization problems speak
measures its distance which is said to be network latencies optimal attack and network security strategies. For this
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issue we additionally propose a DSA Algorithm for the [13]. Balakrishna, Swathi, and Ling Ding. "An Efficient Client Server
Assignment for Internet Distributed Systems." Dept. Comp. Sc. &
secure transmission of data in the distributed systems. It is
Sys., Univ. of Washington, Tacoma.
used to detect the modification of data from the [14]. Nishida, H.; Thinh Nguyen; , "Optimal Client-Server Assignment
unauthorized person based on the identity of the signatory.
for Internet Distributed Systems," Computer Communications and
Networks (ICCCN), 2011 Proceedings of 20th International
These above methods were performed in the different
Conference on , vol., no., pp.1-6, July 31 2011-Aug. 4 2011.
parameter based on their network nodes to provide a better
[15]. Delaney, Declan, Tomás Ward, and Seamus McLoone. "On
transmission among the nodes.
consistency and network latency in distributed interactive
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyze the problem of DIA with the
Client Assignment Problem and the data transmission
from the node may contain the problem of Load balancing,
congestion, jamming, packet loss, and delay transmission
from one node to another. To solve these problems we
propose a heuristic algorithm to avoid the above
mentioned problems. With the help of HA the we provide
the three combinations they were Greedy Assignment to
assign clients iteratively, Distributed greedy assignment
for distribute global knowledge and optical location
allotment algorithm to minimize the average incurred
delay in the network. Additionally we also focus on the
security of the network with the help of DSA Algorithm. It
is used to detect unauthorized modifications to data and to
authenticate the identity of the signatory.
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